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 Walter Wickiser Gallery is pleased to announce the exhibition of Merrill Steiger, Dreamland, 
from March 1st to March 29th, 2014.

 “Merrill Steiger’s compound pictures celebrate our spirituality, and especially our urge to give 
that spirituality concrete form. Her paintings do not themselves seek to echo that process of form-giving 
so much as they pay homage to that process. They are meta-pictures, pictures of pictures of the “other” 
world. 
 
 Steiger’s approach, as rich in informational citation as it is in visual complexity, has long 
presented itself as a model of heterogeneous picture-assembling. The collage provides the painter 
her visual data, her composition, and her aesthetic; but it does not provide her the ambition driving her 
visual or subjective scope. Those come from much more expansive interpretations of picture-making. 
In its referential ambition Steiger’s art proposes less a collage aesthetic than a mural aesthetic, a 
desire to mirror the vastness of human experience. The new paintings in this “Dreamland” series (the 
name clearly referencing the nature of the Australian aboriginal universe) show Merrill Steiger reaching 
entirely beyond her own imagination and delving into the collective imagination, tapping the very vein 
of spiritual and even eschatological preoccupation that provides our species’ artistic impulse its basic 
armature.” **

 **Peter Frank

 An opening reception for Merrill Steiger, Dreamland, will be held on Thursday, March 6th, from 
6 - 8 p.m. For further information, please contact the gallery at (212) 941-1817, Tuesday through 
Saturday, 11 a.m.- 6 p.m.

** Peter Frank is an art critic for the Huffington Post and Senior Curator at the Riverside [CA] Art Museum. He has previously served 
as art critic for LA Weekly, Angelano magazine, the Village Voice, and the SoHo Weekly News; has edited THEmagazine Los 
Angeles and Visions Art Quarterly; and has curated exhibitions at the Guggenheim Museum, Madrid’s Museo Reina Sofia, and 
other venues around the world.


